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LUXURY  MALDIVES  

Coco Bodu Hithi, Maldives

Travellers seeking a slice of private island life should head to
Coco Bodu Hithi, a luxury hotel that unfurls from Bodu
Hithi’s lush tropical interior along its palm-fringed beaches.
Located in north Malé Atoll, a 40-minute speedboat ride
from Ibrahim Nasir International Airport, Bodu Hithi, with
its gin-clear waters and white-sand shores, is a perfect spot
for guests to swim, dive, enjoy yoga and try their hand at
watersports.

Blending classic Maldivian design with modern creature
comforts, each of the 100 villas features a private pool, sun
deck and indulgent bathroom decked out with designer
fittings and luxury branded products. Dotted along the
beaches are 44 spacious Island Villas; perched high above
the turquoise sea on wooden stilts are 32 Water Villas and
Escape Water Villas; and tucked away at the tip of the island
are 24 secluded Coco Residences, which come with butler
service and signature privileges.

A diverse array of indoor and outdoor dining experiences
will win the heart of even the most discerning foodie
traveller, from fusion cuisine at Air restaurant to seafood
dishes at overwater Aqua and Japanese delicacies at Tsuki.
The beachside Breeze offers relaxed, al fresco dining;
Latitude serves cocktails against a backdrop of a glittering
lagoon; Wine Loft boasts the finest vintage and New World
bottles; and Stars dishes up the best in modern cuisine with a
Mediterranean influence.

Raised above the crystalline lagoon, the Coco Spa is where
guests come for sessions tailored specifically to their needs.
On the menu are traditional Indonesian, Thai and Indian
treatments, hydrating facials and restorative massage rituals
and body therapies performed by skilled spa therapists using
Thémaé products. For total privacy, in-villa treatments are
also available.

From the personal touches of the attentive team to the
surrounding beauty of the verdant vegetation — home to an
abundance of wildlife — an intimate and unique experience
awaits each and every guest. Coco Bodu Hithi is part of
Green Pearls®, a collection of handpicked, sustainable and
unique places worldwide.
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As travellers skim across
the pristine waters in a
speedboat… Read more
»
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Think of the Maldives
and images of palm-lined
islands dotting… Read
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19th October 2016

Home to some of the
most pristine coral reefs
in… Read more »

Don’t miss
Signature spa treatment Journey to the Maldives, which
features seashells, coconut oil and a coconut and vanilla
body scrub

Key Facilities
• 100 villas
• 7 restaurants and bars
• Dive and marine biology centre
• Gym and yoga pavilion
• Over-water spa with 8 treatment rooms for variety of
massages
• Mani-pedi room
• Steam room and sauna
• Whirlpool bath and relaxation deck
• Boutique and jewellery store

Contact Information
cocoboduhithi.com
T: +960 664 6600
E: reservations@cocoboduhithi.com
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